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COMPETITION 

ACT,2002 

Practices that should be avoided by the 

Enterprises and to protect the interest of 

the consumer as per Competition Act, 

2002: 

The Preamble of the Act states that this is an Act 

to establish a Commission to prevent anti- 

competitive practices, promote and sustain 

competition, protect the interests of the 

consumers and ensure freedom of trade in 

markets in India. Given below are the practices 

that should be avoided by each enterprise: 

1. As per Section 3 of the Act, the enterprises 

should prohibit certain agreements, which 

are considered to be anti- competitive in 

nature. Agreements which cause or are 

likely to cause appreciable adverse effect 

on competition are anti-competitive 

agreements. They may be : 

a) horizontal agreements:- those that are 

between enterprises at the same stage 

of the production chain. 

Ex- Price fixing, Bid rigging, Market 

sharing, Cartel between two rivals.  

b) Vertical agreements:- Vertical 

agreements are those that are between 

enterprises at different stages of the 

production chain 

Ex- Tie in, Refusal to deal, Resale price 

maintenance.  
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2. According to Section 4 of the Act, no 

enterprise shall abuse its dominant 

position by imposing unfair or 

discriminatory conditions or limiting and 

restricting production of goods or services 

or indulging in practices resulting in 

denial of market excess , selling price is 

below cost with intent to oust competitors, 

using domiant position one which is 

relevant market to enter, protect, other 

relevant market or through in any other 

mode which are prohibited.  

3. As per section 5 the enterprise should 

avoid Conglomerate combinations - those 

that are between enterprises not in the 

same line of business or in the same 

relevant market and are least likely to 

cause appreciable adverse effect on 

competition. If any such proposed 

combination causes or is likely to cause 

appreciable adverse effect on competition, 

it cannot be permitted to take effect. 

Ex- the acquisition of shares, voting rights, 

assets of another enterprise above certain 

prescribed threshold levels of value or 

control over other enterprise.  

4. As per section 42 (1) of the Act, if the 

enterprises fails to comply with the 

following order and directions of the 

Commision:- 

(a) Orders by given commission after the 

inquiry into anti-competitive 

agreements or abuse of dominant 

position.  

(b) Division of enterprise done by the 

Commission enjoying dominant 

position. 

(c) Order given by Commission on certain 

combinations 

(d) Order given by the Commission 

against the acts taking place outside 

the India but having effect on the 

competition in India.  

(e) Power of Commission to issue interim 

orders.  

(f) Directions given by Commission to pay 

compensation in case of contravention 

of orders of the Commission. 

(g) Power of the Commission to impose 

penalty for non- furnishing of 

information on combinations  

Then the enterprise is punishable with 

the fine which may extend to rupees 

one lakh for each day on which non- 

compliance occurs, such may extend 

upto ten crore. 

5. As per 42 (2) of the Act, if the enterprise 

fails to comply with the order or directions 

issued, or fails to pay the imposed under 

this section by the commission then: 

 it shall be punished with 

imprisonment for a term which may 

extent upto three years 

 with fine which may extent upto 

rupees twenty- five crore,  

or with both,as the Chief Metropolitian 

Magistrate, Delhi may deem fit.  
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For any further details, please contact: 

Mr. Raj Singh Niranjan, Advocate & Counsel 

for Govt. of India- Supreme Court (9810070075) 

Email- raj.singh.niranjan@tlaindia.org 

Dr. Rajni Patel, Partner (9818043057) 

Email- rajni.patel@tlaindia.org 

Ms. Sneha Mukherjee, Junior Partner 

(08860635075) 

Email- sneha.mukherjee@tlaindia.org 

Ms. Sonia Bharaj, Joint Partner 

(08860635071) 

E-mail: sonia.bharaj@tlaindia.org 

DISCLAIMER: This document is being furnished to you for your information. 
You may chose to reproduce or distribute this report for non-commercial 
purposes in part or in full to any other person with due acknowledgement of 
Trans India Law Associates (“TLA”). The opinions expressed herein are 
entirely those of the author(s). TLA makes every effort o use reliable and 
comprehensive information, but TLA does not represent that the contents of 
the report are accurate or complete. TLA is an independent, Law Firms. This 
document has been prepared without regard to the objectives or opinions of 
those who may receive it. 
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